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Directors Kit PolarPro Recon VND Matte Box System

PolarPro Recon Directors Kit VND Matte Box System - Enhanced Kit.
Create even better shots. In the kit you will find 3 different types of PolarPro filters - Mist 1/4, BlueMorphic and VND3-6.+. They are made
of high-quality German Cinema Series glass, which guarantees their durability. The assembly of the individual elements is extremely fast
and will not cause you any problems. The set also comes with a practical protective case for easy storage and transportation.
 
Spectacular effects
The filter set will help you take perfect shots that will delight everyone. The Mist 1/4 filter will allow you to achieve a fantastic hazy effect
without losing focus, which gives your images a cinematic feel. The Bluemorphic filter causes blue flares, while the VND filter perfectly
reduces light even in extremely bright environments - it will easily cope, for example, when recording at sunrise. What's more, a special
aerodynamic hood will help reduce drag when shooting on car tracks or in airports.
 
Carefully considered design
The specially designed design of the Recon VND Matte Box System provides incredible comfort during use. It also guarantees speed and
versatility, which is especially important when filming in different lighting conditions. What's more, the handy hood and flag will allow you
to easily transform the Recon into a practical, yet compact Matte Box System. The use of a quick-release lever will allow you to instantly
expand or retract the hood.
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Even more possibilities
The kit allows for as many as 6 powerful configurations for unparalleled versatility. You can easily combine components to create unique
configurations,  such  as  a  threaded  base  and  hood/flag  or  VND  3-6+  filter  and  Stage  2  filters  (sold  separately).  What's  more,  both
assembly and disassembly and configuration is extremely fast and is done without any tools.
 
Included
Mist 1/4 filter
VND 3-6+ filter
BlueMorphic filter
aerodynamic hood
lens hood
protective case
base with thread
Manufacturer
PolarPro
Model
BCSE-DRCTR-KT
Thread size
82mm
Degree range (at/under 35mm)
3-6
Degree range (above 35mm)
6-7.5
Haptic warning
At degrees 3 and 6

Preço:

€ 595.00

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Filters
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